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Recursive Cellular Automata Invariant Sets
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A bstract. Subshift s of bi-infinit e words give rise to languages in a
natural way. Three invariant subshifts associated wit h cellular au
tomata dynamics are considered : the periodic set, non-wandering set ,
and limit set . Exam ples have been given (see [8,12]) of cellular au
tomata whose invarian t sets give rise to nonrecursive languages. In this
pap er , examples are given of cellular aut omata whose invariant set s
correspond to regular, context-free, and context-sensit ive languages.
It is proved that a cellular automaton has a subshift of finite type limit
set only if its images stabilize. As a corollary, only mixing subshifts
of finite type can occur as cellular automaton limit sets.

1. Introduction

Subshifts of the full shift on k symbols give rise to languages in a natural
way [5J. Of particular interest are those subshifts that arise in the dynamics
of shift -en domorphisms, cellular automata. In [8], a series of examples were
given of cellu lar automata for which th e limi t set (inter secti on of forward
images) gave rise to nonregular languages. In particula r an example was
given for which the limi t language was provably nonr egul ar , and one for
which it was provab ly not context-free. T his paper strengthens these results
by giving a complete descripti on of cellu lar automaton limit sets giving rise
to context-free and context-sensit ive languages, and extends these results to
the periodic and non-wandering sets.

It was also shown in [8J that the general question of whether a given string
appeared in the limi t language of a cellular automaton was un dec idable.
These res ults were strengthened in [10,12J to give an explicit construction of
a cellular automaton whose limi t set gave rise to a language that was not
recursively enumerable. An independent proof was given by Culik, P achl,
and Yu (see [2]) . For a general survey of these approaches to the analys is of
cellular automaton behavior, see [4J.

Section 2 reviews the definitions of cellular automata as well as defining
the periodic set, non-wandering set , and limit set. Definitions from language
theory can be found in [7J. Secti on 3 gives a series of examples of rules whose
invariant sets have increasing complexi ty . Section 4 review s the results of
[12] without proofs. And Secti on 5 discusses the significance of these resu lts.
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2. Definitions

2.1 Cellular Automata

The full shift on k symbols, S Z, is the set of func tions from the integers to a
set of k elements, S. Equivalently elements of SZ are doubly infinite words
in the symbols from S with a fixed base symbol. This space is topologized
by the metric:

00

d(x,y) = L: 8(Xi, Yi )2 - lil
i= -oo

where 8(a, b) = 0 if a = band 1 otherwise.
The full shif t is acted upon by a homeomorphism CJ (the left shift map)

defined by CJ( X)i = Xi+!.

Definition 2 .1. A subshift is a closed, shi ft-invariant subset of SZ.

The natural maps to consider on these spaces, are continuous maps that
commute with the shift .

Definition 2.2. A cellular automaton is a continuous function F : SZ -+ SZ
that commutes with CJ.

Cellular automata are specified by giving a local fun ct ion

! : SZr+1 -+ S

and defining a global function F : S Z -+ S Z by:

F (X)i = ! (Xi-r,' " ,Xi+r)
The integer r > 0 is called the radius of the cellular au tomato n rule. T he
Curtis-Hedlund-Lyndon theorem states that all cellular automat a arise in
this fashion (see [6]).

Given a finite string in the symbols from S, and a starting position, n,
one can construct the cylinder set Cyl(s ) defined by:

Definition 2.3. Cyl(Sl '" sn) = {c E S Z Ic, = s, for -[(n - 1)/ 2] :::; i :::;
[n / 2]} where [x] deno tes the greatest integer in x.

T he cylinder sets are open and closed, and form a basis for the topology
of SZ. T he language associated wit h a subshift is the set of finite blocks
occurring in configurations from X. Langua ges arising from subshifts have
been studied in their own right (see [1,14,15,16]. A complete cha racterizat ion
of languages arising from subs hifts is given in [4].
Definition 2.4. £(]{) = {s E S' ICyl(s ) n ]{ =I- 0} where S ' is the set of
all finite strings in the sym bols from S .

Since X is shift-invariant , £ (]{) is the set of all finite blo cks occurring in
configurations from K, T he usefu lness of this definition arises from the fact
that the set of finite strings completely determines the sub shift.

Lemma 2 .1. If tc.,tc, ~ S Z are subshifts, £ (]{1 ) = £( ]{z) implies ]{1
«;
Proof: This lemma was st ated in [18] and proved in [8]. •
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2.2 Subshifts of Finite Type and Sofie Systems

An imp ort ant clas s of subshifts are described by giving a finite list of blocks
that may not appear as subblocks in a configuration. Such a subshift is said
to be of finite type.

Formally, if WI, . . . , W n E S* is a finite list of words, the subshift of finite
type, t hey generate is the largest subshift K with the property that Wi ~

.e(K ) for 1 :::; i :::; n. In general, a subshift of finite type may arise from
different lists of excluded blocks.

Every subshift of finite type satisfies the property that .e(K ) is a regular
lan guage (see [18,19,3,10]), however not every subshift that generates a reg
ular langu age is of this type. A subshift that is the image under a cellular
automaton map of a subshift of finite type is called a sofie system (see [18]).
T he finit e time image of a cellu lar automaton is a sofie system that satisfies
an additional condition known as mix ing .

A sub sh ift is mixing if every block that occurs once in a configuration
occur s twice in some ot her configuration. In other words, if x E .e(K) then
x yx E .e(K ) where y is an arbitrary block (possibly empty). If K is mixing,
so is F(K ) where F is a cellular automaton.

It can be shown that a subshift K is sofie if and only if .e(K) is a regular
lan guage (see [10]).

2 .3 Inva rian t Subsh ifts

In order to be of interest dynamically, it is essential that the various gener
alizatio ns of sofic systems actually appear in the dynamics of shift- invariant
maps (cellu lar au tomata). This paper deals wit h three subshifts that arise
from the dynamics of a cellular automaton rule F, and that are studied in
top ological dynamics.

2.3.1 T h e Limit Set

Cellular automata are not generally invert ible. Most ru les form a decreasing
sequence of images

T he limit set, A(F ), of a cellular automaton is the intersection of all forward
images.

00

A(F) = nF i(Sz )
i =O

T he limit set is the set of all c E SZ that have an infinite sequence of
pre-images. Often the eas iest way to prove that a configuration is in A(F ) is
to construct such a sequence.
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2.3.2 The Periodic Set

A configuration is periodic if PP(x) = x for some p > O. The set of periodic
points of a cellular automata is not generally closed (periodic points for
the left shift map are dense in the whole space). Therefore, the periodic set,
II(P) , of a cellular automaton is defined to be t he closure of the set of c E S Z
such that PP(c) = c for some p > O. Note that taking the closure does not
introduce any new finite blocks .

2 .3 .3 T h e Non-Wand ering Set

A weaker condition than periodicity is the condition that a point be non
wandering (see [17)). A point x is wandering if there is a neighborhood of x
which all orbits leave and never return (in part icular x cannot be period ic).
The non -wandering set is the complement of the wandering points.

Definition 2 .5. If P : X -+ X is a continuous map of a compact space,
th e non -wandering set of P, denoted n(p), consists of all points x E X such
that for every neighborhood U of x, there exists an integer n ~ 1 such that
p - n(u) n U =f 0.

It follows from the definition that n (p ) is a subshift and II (P) ~ n (p) ~

A(P) . In pr actice these inequalities can be strict (see [11)).
The following technical lemma is helpful in actually calculating the set of

blocks arising in non- wandering configur ations. Taking U in the above defi
ni tion to be a cylinder set containing x gives the following characterization.

Lemma 2 .2 . A block w occurs as a subblock of a configuration in th e non
wandering set of a cellular automaton P if there exist con figurations c, c' such
that pn(c) = c' for some n > 0 and w occurs as a subblock of both c and c'
in th e same position .

3. Recursive I nvar iant Sets

3 .1 Su b sh ift of Finite Typ e I nvar iant Sets

The simplest form of subshift we have considered is th at of a subshift of finite
type . Having A(P) be a subshift of finite type poses severe rest rictions on
the behavior of a rule. In fact , it imp lies that t here exist s a t ime step N for
which the images stabilize (pn(sZ) = pN(Sz )) for all n ~ N wit h equality
holding on the set level, not necessari ly pointwise.

The proof of this fact hinges on the following easy topological lemma:

Lemma 3.1. For any cellular aut omaton rule P , if s E .C(p i(S z )) for all
i ~ 0, then s E £ (A(P)).

Proof: Observe that
00

Cyl(s) n A(P) = n(Cyl(s) n pi(Sz))
i=O
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The right-hand side is a decreasing intersect ion of nonempty compact sets ,
and therefore is nonempty.•

Theorem 3.2 . If A(F) is a subshift of finite type, then th ere exists n 2: 0
such that F n(sZ) = A(F).

Proof: A subshift of finit e typ e is specified by a finit e list of excluded blocks.
By lemma 3.1, each of th ese blocks must have been excluded by some finite
time. Let n be the maximum of these exclusion t imes.•

This theorem gives one of the few criteria we have to state that a subshift
cannot occur as the limit set of a cellular automaton . Since the propert y of
being mixing is preserved by finite iteration of a cellular au tomat on map , it
follows imm ediately that:

Corollary 3 .3. If A(F) is a subshift of finit e type, it is mixing.

An example of this behavior is found in [19]. The rule F l , (elementary
ru le 236 in Wolfram's classification scheme) is defined on the set {O , l}z and
is generated by the local function f(l ,0,1) = 1 and otherwise f( x , y, z) = y.

The imag e Fl(Sz) consists of thos e configurat ions not containing the
substring 101. This is also th e set of points fixed by Fl ' It is immediat e that
Fl(Sz) = A(Fd = n(Fl ) = II(Fl ) . In this case , A(Fl) is a subs hift of finite
typ e (the fixed points of a cellular automaton always form a subshift of finite
type) given by excluding the block 101.

If the limit set is a subshift of finite typ e, it must be equa l to one of the
map's finite time images. However, it is not known whether st abi lizing at a
finite time guarantees that th e limit set will be a subshift of finit e typ e.

3.2 Regular (Sofie) Invariant Sets

Rule F2 is Wolfram 's Elementary Rule 128, which is given by th e local fun c
tion f(l ,l,l) = 1 and f( x,y , z) = 0 otherwise. At each t ime step t , the
language £(Fi(Sz» is th e subshift of finite type all configurat ions not con
taining strings of th e form 10i1 for i :::; 2t. In particular F2m( sZ) =t- F:;(Sz)
for m =t- n. The limit set consist s of all strings that do not cont ain any string
of the form 10i l for any i > O. Therefore £(A(F» = {0*1*0*}.

This set has an infinit e number of distinct excluded blocks, and is a sofie
system but not a sub shift of finit e typ e. Furthermore it is not mixing (the
block 010 can occur once but not twice).

The periodic set, II(F) for this rule consists of the two fixed points, 1*
and 0*. Intuitively 1* is a repelling fixed point and 0* an at t ract ing one.

In the case of rule F2 we observe th at neither of the strings, 01 and 10
meet the crit erion of lemma 2.2. This implies that th e only configurations
that can be in the non-wandering set are the const ant ones. In thi s case
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3.3 Context-Free Invariant Sets

To construct a rule whose invariant sets correspond to a context-free lan
guage, one simulates left and right -moving particles interacting with walls
in a qu iescent background. By allowing the particles to bounce off the walls
only in symmetric pairs, one can set up resonances such as those foun d in
the langu age anban that is a classical example of a nonregular context -free
language (see [7]).

The original idea behind this rul e was suggested to me by Danny Hillis.
It is similar to an examp le in [8] . Fs has S = {O , W, r , R, I, L} and a local
rule depending on sites up to two sites away (i.e. , r = 2). This rul e has five
particles that interact in a quiescent background. Walls, W, stay stat ionary
for all time; right-moving gliders r, R, and left-moving gliders move at unit
speed (one site per iterat ion) in their respect ive directions . Colliding gliders ,
or gliders colliding with a wall annihilate. However, if a glider of type R
hits a wall from the left and a glider of type L hits a wall on the right
simulta neo usly, t hey bounce to become gliders of type I an d r respecti vely.

The rul e table for rul e Fs is illustrated in table 1, and the evolut ion from
a sample initial st at e is given in figure 1.

Theorem 3.4. A(Fs) = ](1 U ](2 where

](1 = {(r +R + O)*(W +Onl +L +On
](2 = {(r +R +O)*ZOiW Oir(l +L +O)*}

Proof: The pro of to this theorem and theorem 3.7 consist of st raight forward
enumerations of cases. Det ails of calculations of this sor t can be found in [10].
I

Corollary 3.5 . .c(A(Fs)) is a context-free language.

Proof: Since .c(](s) is a reg ular language and .c(](2) is a context -free lan 
guage, .c(A(Fs)) = .c(](2) u .c(](s) is context -free.

To show that the limit language is not regu lar uses the fact that the
intersection of two regul ar languages is regular . Consider the intersection
of L with the language R1 generated by the regular exp ression ZO*WO*r.
The intersecti on is pr ecisely {IOiW Oir} , which by the pumping lemma for
regular langu ages (see [7]), is a nonregular context-free language . I

Theorem 3.6. II(Fs) = n(Fs) = A(Fs).

Proof: Since II(F) <;;; n (F ) <;;; A(F), it suffices to show that periodic points
are dense in ](1 and ](2. Equivalently, we need to show that every string in
.c(A(F)) occurs in some periodic configurat ion .

Eve ry st ring in .c(](I) occurs in a periodic configuration of the form:
c;cwci where c, E {(r +R +O) *}, ci E {(l +L +O) *}, and Cw E {(W +O)*}
are fixed strings.

Every string in .c(](2) occur s in a periodic point of the form:

(cr0 2i+1R)*crIOiWOirc/(L02i+lc /)*

I
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W 1-+ W
R W L 1-+ 1

R W L 1-+ r
r x y 1-+ r (x -=I- W x,y -=I- 1,L
R x y 1-+ R (x -=I- W x,y -=I- 1,L
x y 1 1-+ 1 (y -=I- W x,y -=I- r ,R
x y L 1-+ L (y -=I- W x,y -=I- r ,R

otherwise 1-+ 0
(. = any symbol)

highest applicable ru le takes precedence

125

Table 1: Rule F3 .

r l WR W r 1 r LWRI R W L WI Wr W lr R L rl
W RW W R W L W W rW 1 r RL
W W W R W L W W \01 1 r
W W W R W L W W W 1 r
W W W R W L W W WI r
W W W R W L W W W r
W W W RWL W W W r
W W W l Wr W W W r
W W W 1 W r W W W r
W W W 1 W r W W W r

Figure 1: Evolution of rule F3 from a sample initial condition.

3.4 Context-Sensitive Invariant Sets

The simplest example of a language that is context-sensitive but not context
free is anb"c". In this case we allow correlations among four values by allowing
particles to go at two speeds. Once again particles incident on a wall bounce
only under special conditions.

The rule F4 has S = {O, W, r, R, 1, L} as above, but its local rule depends
on sites up to four away. Aga in W represents a wall. The two var ieties of
glider represent different speeds. Gliders Rand L travel at two sites per
iterati on; rand 1 t ravel at unit speed in their respecti ve directions. Glide rs
cannot pas s through one another; if a glider collides with another glide r or a
wall it disapp ears .

T here is one exception to this ru le. If a wall is hit by two slow glide rs
on the left and on the right in the form r r W ll, t hey yield L1Wr R. This
interaction allows correlation among four spaces that gives rise to context
sensitive but not context-free limiting behavior.

The ru le table for F4 is given in table 2, and its evolution from a sample
init ial state is illust rated in figure 2.
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W f-+ W
r r W 1 1 f-+ R

r r W 1 f-+ r
r r W f-+ L

r r W 1 f-+ 1
a r b c d f-+ r (a¥R b¥W,l,L c¥ l,L d¥L)
R a b c d f-+ R (a¥r ,W,l,L b¥W,l,L c¥l,L d¥L)
a b c 1 d f-+ 1 (d¥ L c¥W,r,R b¥r,R a¥ R)
a b c d L f-+ L (d¥l,W,r,R c¥W,r,R b¥r,R a¥R)

otherwise f-+ 0
(. = any symbol)

highest applicable rule takes precedence

Table 2: Rule F4.

R r L 1 W rr W 11 r Rl L
R rL 1 W rr W 11 r L

1 W rr W 11 r L
1 W rr W 11 r L

1 W =W11 r L
1 W LIWrR rL

1 W L 1 W r R
1 W L 1 W r R

1 W L 1 W r R
1 W L 1 W r R

Figure 2: Evolution of rule F4 from a sample initial condition.

Theorem 3.7. i\(F4 ) = 51 U 52 where

51 = {(R +O)*(r +O)*(W +O)*(l +O)*(L + O)*}
52 = {(R +O)*(r +0)*LO iZOiWOirOiR(l +O)*(L + O)*}

Corollary 3.8 . .c(i\(F4 ) ) is a context-sensitive language.

Proof: Since .c(51 ) is a regular language and .c(5 2 ) is a context-sensit ive
language, .c(i\(F4 ) ) is context-sensitive. The fact that it is not context-free
follows i,from the fact that the intersection of .c(i\(F4 ) ) with the regular lan
guage {LO*lO *WO*rO*R} is {LOilOiWOirOiR} , a language that violat es
the pumping lemm a for context-free languages.

No block of the form r O"R or LO*Zcan occur in th e limit set . From thi s
it follows that no periodic point can have a block of the form RO*r or lO*L .

•
Theorem 3.9. II(F4 ) = D(F4 ) = T1 U T2 wbere

T1 {( (r +0 )* + (R +O)*)( W +O)*((l + 0)* + (L +0)*)
T2 = {(r +0)*LOiZOiWOirOiR(l + O)*}
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4. Non-R.E. Invariant Sets

These resul ts appear elsewhere (see [12]) and are sketched here for the sake
of completenes s. First note that there is an upper bound on the complexity
of a cellular automaton limi t language given by a semi-procedure that halts
only if a string is not in this set .

Theorem 4.1. For every cellular automata F : S Z --4 S Z, the com plement
of the limit langu age, S* - £ (A(F )), is recursively enumerable.

Given this constraint, however , there exist arbit rarily complicated cel
lul ar automat on languages. More exactly, given any language whose com
plement is recursively enumerable, one can construct a cellular automaton
whose limi t language yields the chosen langu age after int ersection wit h a
regular language, an d s -limited homomorphism.

Theorem 4.2. IfL <:::: A* is a language whose com plement is recursively enu
merable, there exists a cellular autom aton F : SZ --4 SZ , a regular langu age
R <:::: S*, and a homomorphism 1> : S* --4 A* such tha t:

1>(£ (A(F) ) n R) = L

T he procedure of intersect ion with a regular lan guage, and homomor
phisms bot h pr eserve the class of recursively enumerable languages. The
proof of this t heorem, coupled wit h the existence of languages that are not
recursively enumerable although their complements are, yield an example of
a cellular automaton whose limit language fails to be recur sively enumerable.

Corollary 4 .3. There exists a cellular aut omaton Fu : SZ --4 SZ such that
£(A(Fu )) <:::: S* is not a recursively enumerable language.

Temporally periodi c orbits of a given pe riod have a particularly simple
description. Using this pro cedure for each t ime step in t.urn gives rise to a
procedure for determining if a given block occurs in a temporally periodic
configuratio n.

Theorem 4.4. If F is any cellular autom aton rule, £(II( F )) is recursively
enumerable.

Again, given this constraint , the behavior exhibi ted by the periodic set
can be quite complex . Bas ically a cellular automaton is set up to simulate a
Turing machine that upon halting starts the computat ion all over again .

Theorem 4.5 . If L <:::: A* is any recursively enumerable language, there
exists a cellular automaton rule F : S Z --4 S Z, a regular language R <:::: S*,
and a homomorphism 1> : S* --4 A* such th at :

1>(£ (II (F) ) n R) = L
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5. Discussion

The finite time image of a cellu la r automaton m ap is always descr ibed by a
regu lar language. Oft en, however , one is int erested in invariant set s whose
definition involves longer t ime scales. In particula r the t hree shifts cons idere d
here, the periodic set, non-wandering set, and limit set all require knowledge
of histories for all time. In these cases, although t he dy namics of a cellular
automaton always have a finite descript ion , t he ir limi t ing behavior may be
undecidable.

The correspondence between langu ages and subs hifts described by lem
ma 2.1 links t he dynamics of continuous maps on a particu la r compact metric
space, with for mal la nguage theory. T he series of examples above serve to
show that the dyn ami cal systems can ex hibi t much of t he same range of
complex ity found in langu age t he ory.

The examples here have all been by nature synthetic. The inverse problem
would be taking a cellular auto mato n and determining the complex ity of it s
invariant set s. Although some prog ress has been made (see [9]) , many of
Wolfr am's eleme nt ary rules have yet to have their invariant set s described.
It is unknown whether one of these ru les has a nonregu lar limit langu age.
It is a corollary of recent work of Kari [13] that determining the langu age
com plex ity of the limit set for an arbitrary cellu lar automaton is undecidable .
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